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This paper presents a new method for computing upper and lower bounds 
for the eigenvalues of the system [I(X) y’]’ + Q(x) y = 0, y(a) = y(b) = 0. 
It permits one to approximate as closely as desired simultaneously to any finite 
subset of the eigenvalues, and the method is particularly well adapted to the 
use of a computer. The novelty of the method consists in approximating the 
coefficients of the differential equation by means of step-functions rather than 
approximating the solutions of the differential system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present what appears to be a new method for approxi- 
mating the eigenvalues of the system 
[WY'1 + w4Y - 0, 
Y(U) = Y(b) = 0, 
(1.1) 
where r(x) and P(X) are continuous and positive on the interval [a, b]. The 
method provides estimates of both upper and lower bounds of the eigenvalues. 
This problem has had the attention of many writers for many years, and 
the bibliography is enormous. Perhaps the best known attack on the problem 
is the so-called Rayleigh-Ritz method which is presented in many treatises on 
the subject. We refer the reader to [3], where may be found an enunciation 
also of the important and well-known Courant minimax principle. Gould [4] 
describes these and other approaches to the problem and includes an inter- 
esting exposition of Weinstein’s innovative treatment of the problem of 
finding lower bounds for eigenvalues-in general, a more difficult problem 
than that of obtaining upper bounds. 
* This will acknowledge the partial support of the author by the U. S. Army 
Research Office (Durham) under Grant numbered DA-ARO-D-31-124-G1007. 
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2. THE FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA 
Let the interval [a, b] be divided into n equal parts of length h and suppose 
that p(x) is a positive step-function that is constant on each subinterval. 
Specifically, we shall suppose that p(x) = cj2 (ci > 0) on the jth subinterval. 
We shall be concerned with the solution of the system 
Y” +%4r = 0, 
Y(U) = 0, y’(u) = 1. 
(2-l) 
There will be no loss in generality if we take a = 0, and we shall now do so. 
On the first subinterval 
y(x) = Eye, y’(x) = cos clx. 
On the second subinterval the solution has the form 
and 
y(x) = 01~ sin tax + pa cos tax 
y’(x) = C~(OI~ cos c2x - fi2 sin csx), 
where 01s and /3, are constants to be determined so that y(x) and y’(x) are 
continuous at x = h. This leads to the conditions 
sin c,h 
a2 sin c,h + /3z cos c,h = - , 
Cl 
cos c,h 
a2 cos c,h - /32 sin c,h = - . 
62 
After ~a , /3a have been determined the requirement that y(x) be of class 
C’ at x = 2h leads to the conditions 
01~ sin 2c,h + p3 cos 2c,h = aZ sin 2c,h + f& cos 2c,h, 
01~ cos 2c,h - ,k$ sin 2c,h = 2 (aZ cos 2c,h - b2 sin 2c,h). 
Similar requirements at x = 3h, 4h,..., (n - 1) h yield the conditions 
ai sin(j - 1) cjh + rsj cos(j - 1) qh 
= mjel sin(j - 1) cj-lh + /idi-1 cos(j - 1) qh, 
a9 cos(j - 1) qh - & sin(j - 1) cjh (2.3) 
= %iL [c+r cos(j - I)ciwlh - Fiji, sin(j - l)cjelh], j = 3,4 ,..., n. 
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Finally, since we shall be interested in the conjugate points of x = 0, we 
require that y(b) = 0. Specifically, on the last subinterval 
y(x) = 01, sin c,x + /3n cos c,x, 
and we have the condition 
a, sin nc,h + & cos nc,h = 0. 
We now rewrite conditions (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) in the form 
1 sin crh 
sin(c,h + $2) = p, -r , 
1 cos c,h 
44 + A> = pz c2 , 
sin[(i - 1) c& + $J = y sin[(j - 1) cielh + 4jj-l], 
3 
cos[(j - 1) c,h + &] = y % cos[(j - I) ciplh + c#~-J, j 
3 3 
sin(nc,h + &) = 0, 
where 
ZzY 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
3, 4,. . . , n, 
2, 3,. . . , n). 
Next, we set #R = (k - 1) c,h + (bk, and constants #is will exist such that 
1 sin c,h 
sin 42 = P, __ ’ Cl 
1 cos c,h 
cos4J2 = z-’ c2 
sin & = y sin(c+,h + #j’j-.l), 
3 
Pj-1 $1 cos I& = -pT F cos(c,-,h + &J, 
3 3 
4 + hz = qn (P = 1, L.), 
w4 
where b is the qth zero of y(x) on (0, b]. 
The (2n - 1) equations (2.6) may be solved for the (2n - 1) unknowns & , 
pk , h, by successive approximations, but inasmuch as it is only h that we 
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seek, the following simplification is suggested. We divide the equations, in 
pairs, and obtain the n equations 
tan & = 3 tan clh, 
Cl 
tan & = 2 tan(+,h + $j-l) (j = 3, 4 ,..., n), 
(2.6)’ 
c,h + #n = qn. 
But these equations can be rewritten as 
xg = 2 tan clh, 
Cl 
ci 
” = z [ 
xi-l + tan cj-lh 
1 - xjP1 tan cjmlh 1 
4 + A, = p-3 
(2.7) 
where, it will be recalled, b = nh. 
We are prepared to state a basic lemma. Consider the eigenvalue problem 
Y” + $(x) Y = 0, 
Y(0) = y(b) = 0, 
(2.8) 
where p(x) = uj2 [(j - 1) h < x <jh, j = 1, 2 ,..., n)]. Here, 
cj2 = haj2, 
and Eqs. (2.6)’ can be written 
where 
z2 = 3 tan a#, 
a1 
aj 
0 =ha=bfi/n. 
(2.9) 
LEMMA. The roots 0 = h V& of the system (2.9) determine the eigenvalues 
of the system (2.8). 
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3. EIGENVALUES OF MORE GENERAL SYSTEMS 
Consider the system 
[r(x) Y’l’ + w4 Y = 0, 
y(0) = y(b) = 0, 
(3.1) 
where T(X) and p(x) are positive continuous functions on [a, b]. A common 
method for approximating the eigenvalues of (3.1) is to approximate solutions 
of the differential equation. See, for example, Collatz [2]. Here, we shall, 
instead, approximate the functions Y(X) and p(x). When each is a monotone 
function, employment of the Sturm-Picone comparison theorem yields 
actual upper and lower bounds for eigenvalues. We shall suppose the mono- 
tonicity of these functions, henceforth, but it will be clear that this assumption 
is not required to employ the method. Four cases then arise, but we shall 
limit our discussion to one of them-the case when T(X) is a decreasing 
function and p(x) is increasing. The application of the method to the other 
three cases will be clear. 
We suppose that T(X) and p(x) are positive on the interval [0, b] and 
designate the point x = i/z of the interval by xi (i = 0, 1, 2,..., n). 
THEOREM 3.1. If r(x) and p(x) are positive, continuous, monotone functions 
on [0, b], with r(x) decreasing and p(x) increasing, the eigenvalues of the system 
(2.8) with a: = p(xi)/r(xi) (i = 1, 2 ,..., n) are lower bounds for the corresponding 
eigenvalues of the system (3.1). When the numbers ai are taken to be 
p(x,-l)/r(x,-,), the eigenvalues of the system (2.8) are upper bounds for the 
eigenvalues of the system (3.1). 
The modifications of the theorem that are required when r(x) is increasing 
and P(X) is decreasing or when both are either increasing or both decreasing 
are left to the reader. 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of the Sturm-Picone theoremI. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the system 
[ &Yj + q2x + l>Y = 0, 
y(0) = y(1) : 0. (3.2) 
1 This theorem, as stated in [l] and elsewhere, assumes continuity for Y(X) and 
p(x). The theorem is valid also when Y(X) and p(x) are permitted to have a finite number 
of finite discontinuities. 
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The eigenvalues are readily computed to be 
A, = y (n = 1, 2,...). 
In this example, Y(X) decreases as x increases, while p(x) is increasing. We 
shall divide the interval into four parts. Equations (2.9) then apply. To obtain 
lower bounds for the eigenvalues we note that 
a = %, 
p(t) = 8, 
and, accordingly, set 
a, = Q, 
Equations (2.9) become 
y(i) = 6, 
PM = 2, 
a2 = 2, 
y(2) = 3, 
Pet) = 8, 
a3 = $, 
Y(1) = Q, 
P(l) = 3, 
a4 = 3. 
zs = Q tan se, 
5 z2 + tan28 
Z3-F 1 -zstan28’ 
x, = Q 
zs + tan se 
1 - xs tan ge ’ 
where 9 = d&/4. These equations may be solved by successive approxima- 
tion. The lower bounds so determined are tabulated below. Clearly, closer 
bounds may be obtained by employing a finer subdivision of the interval. 
To determine upper bounds for the eigenvalues we set 
a, = 1, a2 = 3, a, = 2, a, = Q. 
The resulting bounds are given below. 
The third set of approximations tabulated below is obtained by using the 
intermediate values: 
a, = p(Q) = 5, a2 = p(Q) = 3, a, = p(t) = 3, a, = p(Q) = 9. (3.3) 
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TABLE I 
Estimates of First Four Eigenvalues (n = 4) of (3.2) 
Lower bounds Actual Upper bounds From (3.3) 
4 1.83 2.41 2.92 2.28 
4 7.58 9.87 12.27 9.51 
A:% 17.15 22.21 28.25 21.66 
4 32.31 39.48 52.04 40.54 
The approximation of the larger eigenvalues hj (j < 9) by means of (3.3) 
is particularly close for this example, as the following table indicates. 
TABLE II 
(n = 4) 
Actual 2.47 9.81 22.21 39.48 61.68 88.83 120.9 157.9 199.9 
From (3.3) 2.28 9.51 21.66 40.54 63.04 88.66 121.4 154.4 198.3 
4. BOUNDS FOR CONJUGATE POINTS 
The method described above is clearly available for determining bounds 
for conjugate points. We shall limit our discussion to illustrating the method 
by finding approximations for the first conjugate point x = b of the system 
yn+(7-x2)y=o, 
y(0) = 0. 
employing only two subintervals (n = 2). The extension to the general case 
will be clear. The equation corresponding to (2.9) becomes 
where 0 = b/2. 
artan a,8 + a,tan a,0 = 0, (4.2) 
To obtain an upper bound for b, we set 
a,“=p 
6 ( - 1 b2 
2 
=7--, 
4 
a2 2 = p(b) = 7 - b2, 
and (4.2) may be written 
tan 0(7 - fIz)1/2 = - ( 77_:i2 )l” tan 19(7 - 482)w. 
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This equation may be solved by successive approximations. One obtains 
f? = .42; that is to say, an upper bound for the first conjugate point b of (4.1) 
is 1.29. 
To obtain a lower bound for b, we set 
a1 2 = p(0) = 7, a22 = &)=7-g, e=$ 
and (4.2) may be written 
tan 8(7 - 8a)1j2 = - (7)“’ tan e(7)w. 
Solving this equation by successive approximations we obtain e2 = .36, and 
a lower bound for the first conjugate point b of (4.1) is, then, 1.20. Thus, 
1.20 < b < 1.29. (4.3) 
If we employ intermediate points and set 
u+&) =7-i, ~~2=p($-)=7-$, e=i, 
(4.4) 
in (4.2), we shall obtain an approximation to b that lies between the bounds 
given in (4.3). (It should be noted that C? priori we do not know that the 
estimate so obtained will be better than one of the given bounds.) Employing 
(4.4) we obtain from (4.2) 
tan;-\/112 - 9b2 = - 
112 - 9b2 
112 - b2 
tan;&12 - b2 
the root of which is b = 1.229, which is extremely close to the known actual 
value d6/2 = 1.225. It should be recalled that the interval [0, b] was 
divided into only two subintervals. 
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